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EVOLUTION OF AIR CONTROL

PRODUCT UPDATE:

ALLIGATOR SENS.IT RS SENSORS ARE NOW COMPATIBLE
WITH THE CHEVY CORVETTE C5

Alligator sens.it RS universal TPMS sensors now cover the 5th-generation Chevrolet Corvette C5,
model years 1997-2004.
The cars are among the first models that came equipped with TPMS sensors so the reach of Alligator
sens.it coverage continues to grow.
The new coverage is part of the process of continually adding value to the sens.it RS sensor line, even
for older models, making them the most universal sensor on the market. Any shop that is having trouble
finding replacement TPMS sensors due to the OE parts being discontinued can now use Alligator sens.it
RS sensors for the vehicles. Keeping Alligator sensors in-stock means less trips to the parts store to obtain
TPMS sensors for special vehicles.
For sensor ID registration, the OE sensors are activated magnetically but technicians can use a TPMS
tool to learn the sens.it sensors to the vehicles.
By continuing to use Alligator sens.it RS sensors, your shop will be working with a part that makes the
techs' jobs easier, reduces unnecessary downtime in the bays for TPMS learning or sensor issues, helps
your business' bottom line, and keeps your customers happy and coming back.
Wegmann will continue to add value to the RS series TPMS sensors from Alligator by adding coverage
for new vehicle applications and features so that the product never goes obsolete.
Regardless of the tool you use to program your Alligator TPMS sensors, these new vehicles should be
available for programming after you complete the latest update.
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